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Message from the Chairman
It seems just like yesterday that we entered the 21st century, but looking back at 2010, I can't help but feel surprised
that a decade has already passed. The Seoul Arts Center is now approaching a quarter of a century in its history. As I
think about our plans for the next decade, the Center's past growth progress races through my mind like a kaleidoscope.
With 22 years of history behind us, The Seoul Arts Center has always strived to remain a step ahead of other arts
institutions while promptly responding to fresh needs of our customers. I am proud to say that such efforts have led to a
series of visible improvements in 2010. First, we completed the preliminary works to build a small hall inside the main
Music Hall building. The new mid-sized hall - to be named the IBK Chamber Hall - is expected to provide artists with
another excellent performance venue. Also, we signed a contract to launch renovation works of the Towol Theater
inside the Opera House. Renovation works are expected to significantly enhance audiences' concert viewing
experience.
In addition to facility improvements, The Seoul Arts Center also saw its social outreach programs blossom last year, to
target more groups with limited access to the arts and culture. The Seoul Arts Center launched the <Culture Sunshine
Concert> to provide concerts and exhibitions, of its own programming, for free to audiences with limited access to the
arts and culture. This initiative has grown to become The Seoul Arts Center's primary community service program.
The year 2010 was a year in which we built a number of new facilities, improved old ones, and expanded the spectrum
of our audiences. Such efforts by The Seoul Arts Center were possible thanks to our avid supporters. I would
especially like to thank The Seoul Arts Center staff, audiences and visitors to our performances and exhibitions, the
Minister of Culture and all related personnel. I vow to also continue playing my part in executing The Seoul Arts
Center's ambitious initiatives. I would like to conclude by requesting your constant advice and comments on them.
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Se-Ung Lee
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Message from the President
I would like to express my gratitude to all those who have showed their support for The Seoul Arts Center in 2010. I finally
feel like I am wrapping up last year as I prepare this annual report.
In sum, The Seoul Arts Center has spent 2010 building the foundation for its visible future growth. We have steadily been
gearing up to become a leading arts center in the Asia-Pacific region during last year. First, we have significantly increased
the number of visitors to The Seoul Arts Center by boosting the publicness of the venue. Last year, we attracted 2.3 million
visitors to The SAC. If you also include the number of artists who came to The Seoul Arts Center, the figure rises to over 4
million, befitting out status as a true world-class center for culture and the arts. I believe we have successfully realized out
goal to promote culture among Koreans through a series of our top-quality performances The success of <SAC Friends
Members Concert>, which met a new demand for the arts largely contributed to such an accomplishment. We also increased
customer satisfaction and was thus selected the best institution in the field of arts and culture in a customer survey hosted by
the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. We earned our status as a globally-competitive arts institution in 2010.
I am also proud of a couple of our renovation works which were made through the corporate partnerships we sought to boost
our global competitiveness. We made the plans and completed the financing for a new chamber hall to be built in the main
Music Hall. We also made the decision to pursue a bold remodeling project for the Towol Theater housed within the Opera
House. The financial resources for all these initiatives have been successfully mobilized. The Seoul Arts Center is currently
pursuing an unprecedented set of large-scale projects, which would not have been possible without the support of the
Ministry of Culture and our corporate sponsors. As I witness the progress being made on these projects, I am excited to see
how we are evolving towards being the world's best arts center.
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I would like to extend my gratitude to the Executive Director and the board for the kind support they have given last year. I
also thank the Minister of Culture and related government staff for actively cooperating with us. We will continue to make
The SAC patron members proud in return for the trust they have shown on us. The Seoul Arts Center was able to bring about
diverse improvements thanks to the guidance and vision of our corporate sponsors. I would also like to thank all the artists
for creating the finest performances and exhibitions at The Seoul Arts Center. Finally, I would like to extend my humblest
appreciation to our visitors who have provided us with their warm support so that we can fulfill our role as an arts center
entrusted with a mission to protect and promote the pure arts. We will continue to do our best to become the pride of Korea.
Thank you.

Jang-Sil Kim
President of The Seoul Arts Center
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Hallyu, or Korean Wave, is expanding beyond Asia to the rest of the world. Last year, we focused on building overseas
networks to support the birth of a new classical Hallyu. We have built the groundwork to expand our overseas exchange
programs by being appointed as the director of the Asia-Pacific Art Center Association. We also signed a memorandum of
understanding with China's National Centre for the Performing Arts and Japan's New National Theatre, respectively, which
provides the framework for active mutual cooperation.. We thus have laid the foundation for Korea-China-Japan cultural
cooperation. The Seoul Arts Center will jointly host opera <Turandot> with the National Centre for the Performing Arts of
China and play <Yakiniku Dragon> with the New National Theatre of Japan. Such achievements are a first step to becoming
the hub of Northeast Asian cultural community and cultural exchange.
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Milestones

Board of Directors

1982. 01
Proposal for the establishment of arts complex

1984. 11
Groundbreaking Ceremony held

1987. 01
Seoul Arts Center incorporated and registered as a foundation

1988. 02
Music Hall and Seoul Calligraphy Art Museum Opened (Stage )

1990. 10
Hangaram Art Museum and Arts Library Opened (Stage )

1993. 02
Opera House Opened (Stage

- full completion)

1997. 02
Event Commemorating 10 th Anniversary Opening

1997. 12
Marked 10 million in total audiences

1999. 11
Hangaram Design Museum Opened

2000. 01
Residence of three national arts companies
<Korea national Opera, Korea national Ballet, Korea national Chorus of Korea>

2000. 09
Re-incorporated as a special foundation

2002. 10
World Music fountain completed

2003. 03
Event Commemorating 10 th anniversary of all venues’ opening

2003. 08
Hangaram Art Museum renovated and re-opened

2003. 09
Marked 20 million in total audiences

2005. 05
Music Hall renovated and re-opened

2008. 02
SEOUL ARTS CENTER ANNUAL REPORT 2010
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2008. 12
Vitamin Station completed, Opera Theater renovated and re-opened

2010. 06
Sponsorship of building up Chamber Hall signed, MOU for Towol Theater Remodeling signed
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Event Commemorating 20 th anniversary 1st stage opening
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Staff

Organization Chart

President
Auditor

Music Arts Director

Associate Auditor

Performing Arts Director
Exhibition Arts Director

Executive Director

Planning & Finance

General Director of Administration

General Director of Artistic Management

Accounting & General Affairs

Music Management

Facilities Management

Performing Arts Management

Customer Service & Information

Fine Art Management
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MUSIC

Concert Hall

PROGRAMS OF MUSIC
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Recital Hall
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MUSIC

PROGRAMS OF
MUSIC

The Seoul Arts Center started the <3B Series> in 2010 to
showcase the works of the legendary composers Beethoven,
Brahms and Bach, over 3 years. Viewers enjoyed the works of
Beethoven as the first of the series. . Under the direction of
conductor and pianist Dae-jin Kim, the Suwon Philharmonic
Orchestra, with featured emerging soloists Sun-wook Kim and
Yeol-eum Son, gave stunning performances. Classical music
fans are eagerly awaiting next year's series which will
concentrate on Brahms to be performed by the Bucheon
Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Heon-jung Lim.
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Inspired by the social trend of the five-day work week, The
Seoul Arts Center has launched the <SAC Friends Members
Concert> to target a wide range of audience. Every third Saturday,
at 11a.m., a special concert was held under the conduct of Daejin Kim. Whereas the <3B Series> had music aficionados as the
main target audience, the <SAC Friends Members Concert>
were designed more for a mass audience wishing to get closer
to classical music. Dae-jin Kim played the role of both the
conductor and commentator, skillfully guiding the audience to
the world of classical music. A special orchestra - The Seoul
Arts Center Festival Orchestra - was created just for the series.
The orchestra, composed of young musicians selected through
direct auditions, presented a harmony with more established
soloists, such as Jin-sang Lee, Kyung-sun Lee and Je-il Chae.

Those who have been paying attention to the concerts organized
by The Seoul Art Center might remember the <My Life, My
Music> series held at the Recital Hall until 2008. Since the end
of the program, which featured renowned local musicians
sharing commentaries on their life and music, audiences
continued to demand for more of such opportunities to get
closer to their favorite musicians. In response, The Seoul Arts
Center prepared a new, yet similar, concert format - <Talk &
Concert>. In this series, well-known talk show hosts Beom-soo
Sohn and Yang-hye Jin engaged the audience in a special
concert format highlighting music and dialogue with the
performers.
The journey from debut to recognition tends to be a tough one
for most musicians. Many of them have the talent but do not get
to have enough opportunities to perform on stage. The Seoul
Arts Center has created the <SAC Artist Series>, through which
it aims to discover young talents and provide them with the
platform to grow as prominent musicians. Seven musicians (in
six concerts) were selected through auditions held at the end of
last year, and they then performed at the Recital Hall. The
auditions for next year's concerts are now at their final stages.
Until now, The Seoul Arts Center only had one large Concert
Hall, with 2,494 seats, and one small Recital Hall with 346
seats. Answering the demand for a mid-sized performance
venue, a new chamber hall is now being established with the
sponsorship the Industrial Bank of Korea (IBK) and
government support. It will be located in the former rehearsal
room area in the Music Hall. The new chamber hall will seat
600 viewers and is scheduled to be completed next year.
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Regarding The Seoul Arts Center's own programming at the
Music Hall in 2010, new programs were successfully launched
in addition to the existing core programs, such as the
<Orchestra Festival>, <11am Concert>, and the <Youth
Concert> series.
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PERFORMING ARTS

Opera Theater

Towol Theater

PROGRAMS OF PERFORMING ARTS
Jayu Theater
th
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Outdoor Stage
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PERFORMING ARTS

PROGRAMS OF
PERFORMING ARTS

The year 2010 highlighted the launch of a large-scale project,
<SAC Young Artist Opera Festival>, which featured nine
operas, performed by nine university teams over three years.
For two weeks, Ewha Womans University students staged
<Marriage of Figaro>, while Seoul National University and
Korea National University of Arts performed <La Traviata>,
and <Cosi Fan Tutte>, respectively. Young opera singers
showed off their talent in the festival, while its ticket sales
reached 13,000 and its seating occupancy boasted 65 percent.
Such a success was a pleasant surprise to both The Seoul Arts
Center and the participating schools.
The National Opera Theater staged <Idomeneo>, Mozart's
favorite opera, led by maestro Myung-hoon Chung. Baritone
Sung-hyun Ko and soprano Young-ok Shin's performance in
<Macbeth> and <Lucia di Lammermoor>, respectively, also
drove the two operas huge success. Boito's <Mefistofele> on
the life of Faust had its Korean premiere to successful
reviews.
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Two dramatic ballet works by the National Ballet Company
received special recognition in 2010. Choreographer Jean
Christophe Mayo's <Cinderella> and Russian choreographer
Boris Eifman's <Tchaikovsky> were viewed by 10,000 people
over their 10 performances and received excellent reviews. In
modern ballet, <A Night With Roland Petit>, which consisted
of the renowned choreographers' three works, and Alexander
Glazunov's <Raymonda> presented an unforgettable
performance for ballet fans. The National Ballet Company has
staged Yurigrigovich's five main classical works which were
<Swan Lake>, <The Nutcracker>, <Spartacus>, <Romeo and
Juliet>, and <Raymonda>.

The year 2010 was also one where the potential of private
opera and ballet groups received spotlight. The Korea Opera
Festival Organizing Committee hosted the first <Korea Opera
Festival> together with the National Opera and the Opera
Group Association. Five works were staged during the
festival: <Orfeo and Euridice> (Towol Theater) by the
National Opera, <Rigoletto> by Gloria Opera, <Aida> by the
Sol Opera, <La Traviata> by the Seoul Opera Ensemble, and
<Carmen> by Besetto Opera. The participating groups gave a
commendable performance to 23,000 visitors through 21
performances.
Large-scale operas and ballets also received favorable
responses at the Opera Theater. The list includes the Suji
Opera and Youngeum's <Madame Butterfly>, the Muak
Opera's <La Boheme>, the Korea Opera's <Semiramide>, the
Universal Ballet's <Shimchung> and <La Bayadere>, the
Korea Ballet Association's <2010 International Ballet
Festival>, Russia's Bolshoi and Noboshibirisk National Opera
Ballet Theater's <Prince Igor>, and the G20 Korea Opera's
<Golden Opera>.
Classical music and ballet stars - pianist Sun-wook Kim,
ballerinas Ji-young Kim and Hee Seo, and art director Younggul Kim - came together in the Etoile Ballet Gala, which
attracted new fans of music and ballet. Stuttgart prima
ballerina Su-jin Kang's gala performance <The Ballet> was an
original and creative performance. The St.Petersburg National
Ice Ballet and Boston Ballet's <Nutcracker> succeeded in
drawing in families during the summer.
Anton Chekhov play <The Cherry Orchard> (Towol Theater,
family opera <Turandot> (Towol Theater), <The SAC
Masterpiece Play Series I>, <Kyungsook, Kyungsook's
father> (Jayu Theater) was staged. The 13th <Seoul World
Dance Festival> (Towol Theater, Jayu Theater), which is now
more well-known overseas, and the <2010 Seoul International
Performance Art Festival> (Towol Theater, Jayu Theater)
were well-loved by viewers.
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Following the government guidelines of 2008 on the
specialization of national art groups, the Opera Theater has
been focusing on staging classical opera and ballet. Of the 20
works in 2010, 12 (including co-productions), or around 40
percent, were produced by The Seoul Arts Center and national
art groups.
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VISUAL ARTS

Hangaram Art Museum

Seoul Calligraphy Art Museum

PROGRAMS OF VISUAL ARTS
th

Hangaram Design Museum

V-Gallery
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VISUAL ARTS

PROGRAMS OF
VISUAL ARTS

The Hangaram Art Museum held a series of exhibitions featuring
masterpieces of Western art. <From Monet to Picasso> attracted
260,000 visitors during its run from Dec.16, 2010 to March 28, 2011.
Other exhibitions included <Georges Rouault : le sacré et le profane>,
<The collection of British landscape paintings> and <Exposition
Speciale de Chateau de Versailles>. Visitors also enjoyed a ‘fun’
interpretation of modern art in <2010 Art & Play - Neverland>.
<Rainbow Asia> which featured modern art by world-renowned East
Asian artists. Photography exhibitions have also recently been gaining
popularity among visitors.
The <National Geographic Exhibition> - a living history of
documentary photography portraying 122 years of the earth's evolution
- ran from Oct. 29 to Dec. 9, 2010. The exhibition was divided into
sections - nature, life, signs of crisis, small hope in the midst of despair
- and was praised for its lifelike expression of the earth's voices.

Seoul Calligraphy Art Museum
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Since its foundation, the Seoul Calligraphy Art Museum has staged 40
of its own exhibitions and 15 exhibitions in the <Korea Young
Calligraphy Artists> series, shaping the history of Korean calligraphy.
Based on such an experience, the museum launched the <Black Box>
series, beginning with the <Korean Calligraphy Tomorrow's History>,
as the title exhibition from April 25 to May 13, 2010. This exhibition
featured 19 influential artists including Tae-myung Yeo, Young-bae
Kim, Eun-seol Lee, and Don-sang Choi, A total of 67 works were on
display at the exhibition under themes of <Evolution of Hangul>,
<Return to Primitiveness>, and <Various Styles and Mixture>.
Until now, no exhibition has ever portrayed the modern Korean history
through opposing values which exist in the society, such as closeddoor policy and open-door policy, betrayal and loyalty, pro-Japan and
anti-Japan, and leftist and rightist. <Road of Writing brush, Road of

History>, which was held marking the 100th Anniversary of the 1910
Japan's forced annexation of Korea, ran from July 23 to Aug. 31. This
special exhibition explored why Korea collapsed and how the country
regained its independence, through the writing styles of historical
figures who lived during the period.

Hangaram Design Museum
The <Bologna International Picture Book Exhibition> which ran from
Dec, 23, 2009, to March 1, 2010, featured works from one of the
world's largest international competitions in the field of picture book
illustration. On the exhibition were 403 works by 81 artists from 21
countries, which had been selected through international evaluations.
The <Animation Exhibition> which ran from March 16 to June 13,
featured a hall celebrating the 65th anniversary of Thomas and Friends
and a 3-D theater where visitors could watch two hit animations by
Dreamworks - <Shrek Forever> and <How to Train Your Dragon> for
the first time in Korea. The <Pulitzer Photography Exhibition> which
ran from June 22 to Aug. 29, 2010, featured 145 works which were
most recognized that left a mark in the history of journalism. This
special exhibition attracted the most number of visitors to the
Hangaram Art Museum in 2010.
The <Formula One Exhibition> - first of its kind in Korea - ran from
Sept. 8 to Oct. 31 with a bold theme of the <Formula One Grand Prix>.
The F1 history, F1 cars, racing videos, engines, seats, car parts, and
uniforms were displayed along with various works by next-generation
designers. The exhibition showed that F1 was a competition of design,
rather than just a racing event.
The Seoul Arts Center introduced a number waiting system to enhance
the convenience of visitors to its galleries and museums. A discount
package covering three museums was also sold to take advantage of
the summer vacation season. Also, in light of the growing popularity of
smart phones, it offered visitors to access information on exhibitions in
advance by scanning QR codes.
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ARTS EDUCATION

Fine Art Academy

Fine Art Academy for Children

PROGRAMS OF ARTS EDUCATION
Music Academy
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Calligraphy Academy
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ARTS EDUCATION

PROGRAMS OF
ARTS EDUCATION

Originally established in November 1999 as the Music Academy
for the Gifted, the Music Academy, in 2002, widened the range
of its course offerings to include music appreciation for adults.
In 2010, pilot classes were held at the Recital Hall, inside the
Music Hall, and facilities were upgraded to improve the
classroom environment. The Music Academy for the Gifted
selects its students through two auditions - in May and
November - and operates courses in piano, strings, woodwind,
and composition. The number of enrolled students and income
from the academy both improved by over 10 percent compared
to that of the previous year. The popularity of the music
appreciation courses is especially stronger than before. The
enrollment rate and income, meanwhile, increased by over 40
percent compared to that of the previous year for the winter and
summer seasonal courses. The academy's experienced and
talented teaching staff and diverse curriculum drove its growth
and improvements in 2010.

Fine Art Academy
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The Fine Art Academy opened its doors in September 1991 to
anyone with an interest in the pure art. This Academy offers a
wide range of practical courses in oil painting, oriental ink
painting, watercolor painting, croquis, print, photography,
etc., and theoretical courses in art history and art appreciation.
The Academy has played a key role in bringing the pure arts
closer to the general public while at the same time promoting
an in-depth understanding and appreciation of art. In 2010,
seasonal programs were introduced in addition to the existing
line-up of courses in art practice, theory, and appreciation. A
total of 2,653 people attended 76 courses over the past year.
Popular course included humanities course <Exploration into
art history - Modern era> and <Exploration in Art History>,
reflecting the public's strong interest in the humanities in
addition to practical courses. The Fine Art Academy will
continue to improve the quality of its educational programs

and develop new ones in media art.

Fine Art Academy for Children
Fine Art Academy for Children was established in 1992 to foster
children's creativity and emotion. The catch phrase “bringing
dreams and freedom of imagination to children” embodies the
academy's educational philosophy. The academy offered three
different programs in 2010: the Children's Art Class, Class for
the Gifted, and Summer Class. Fine Art Academy for Children
improvements were made by cooperating with school education
in integrative arts. For the Class for the Gifted, teachers with
expertise provided guidance to increase course satisfaction. In
sum, a total of 1,680 students took part in 44 different classes
under three programs last year. Through efforts geared towards
quality education, the Academy contributed to children's
emotional development and provided them with guidance to
develop into mature consumers of art.

Calligraphy Academy
Since its establishment in 1988, the Calligraphy Academy has
led the popularization of calligraphy through 22 years of social
educational programs. In 2010, the academy continued to
develop programs to popularize calligraphy and made efforts to
develop the academy in both size and quality. First, the creation
of 10 new courses led to a 33 percent-jump in profit compared to
that of 2009. In the second half of 2010, a new introductory
course was created to attract younger people, and the number of
evening and weekend classes was increased. The Academy also
stepped up its efforts to strengthen its theoretical courses by
introducing courses such as <Reading Classical Chinese
Literature ‘The Four Books’ through the art> and <Reading
‘Romance of the Three Kingdoms’ though the art>. By
increasing the number of theoretical courses, the academy was
able to find a good balance between practice and theory in its
curriculum. The academy has moved one step closer to
becoming a center of Eastern Studies.
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BUILDING UP CHAMBER HALL
The Seoul Arts Center signed a sponsorship contract with the Industrial Bank of Korea to build a 600-seat midsized concert hall. The completion of the new venue is to boost the Music Hall's reputation as a place dedicated to
classical music.
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TOWOL THEATER REMODELING
The Seoul Arts Center signed a memorandum of understanding for a sponsorship with the CJ Group to improve
the theater's overall conditions and safety. Once the renovation is complete in 2012, the new Towol Theater will
lead the classical Hallyu by producing top-quality pure art works.
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ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATION
The year 2010 was one in which The Seoul Arts Center solidified its status as one of the world's leading
arts center. The Seoul Arts Center attracted 2.3 million visitors last year, a figure that even leading arts
centers in the world cannot easily achieve. Now, The Seoul Arts Center is no longer just Korea's top arts
center but a landmark and pride of Korea.
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There is no doubt that The Seoul Arts Center is world-leading in terms of size, facilities, and expertise.
However, 20 years have already passed since it was first built. Now, old facilities and outdated
equipment have the potential for incurring customer inconvenience creating an unfavorable environment
and danger. The Seoul Arts Center thus carried out renovation works on its art galleries in 2003, Musical
Hall in 2005, and Opera House in 2008. Considering the high expectations people have of The Seoul
Arts Center, we believe that we can't stop here. In 2010, we finalized the business and financing plan for
the construction of a new mid-sized Chamber Music Hall and renovation of the Towol Theater. The total
amount of fund raised from our corporate sponsors for facility improvements exceeded 20 billion won
and this is a truely successful case of corporate cultural marketing. Marketing collaborations with
companies have been regarded as a workable option for diversifying financing for arts institutions.
The Seoul Arts Center has been making efforts to broaden its cultural exchanges with art centers in Japan
and Singapore. It is also devising a strategy for globalization of its performances and exhibitions by
creating an arts fund.
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First of all, The Seoul Arts center largely improved its customer service in 2010. It was awarded the
highest recognition given to art and cultural centers in a customer satisfaction survey held by the Ministry
of Strategy and Finance. It was not only ranked the best culture and art institution but also was evaluated
were much higher than other public institutions. We believe that visitors to The Seoul Arts Center have
played a big role in making this possible. The Seoul Arts Center continues to seek and initiate new
projects to keep up its standing as a top customer service institution.
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CUSTOMER SERVICES

CUSTOMER SERVICES
In 2010, The Seoul Arts Center was honored by being recognized as a top institution in a customer
survey hosted by the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. The Seoul Arts Center's customer service
improvements were made on many aspects. Such efforts resulted in the institution being recognized not
only as the best public arts center but also as a top institution in customer satisfaction by any standards.
Among the many service improvements made was the development of a direct ticketing system. This
largely contributed to boosting customers' convenience in reserving tickets. The new system was
launched in April, two months ahead of the schedule.
The Seoul Arts Center also finalized plans to introduce more foreign-language websites. This initiative
was driven by the institution's goal to become a cultural hub in East Asia. In addition to its Korean and
English website, The Seoul Arts Center plans to add a Chinese and Japanese websites in line with its
growing presence in the region and plans to attract more foreign visitors.
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Building a new facility for children was another significant change made last year. The former childcare
facility in the Calligraphy Hall was moved to the new Kid's Lounge inside the Opera Theater. The new
site is now bigger, better, and safer, and is equipped with a nursing room and a playground. The Kid's
Lounge provides pre-school children -- above 36 months of age -- and their parents with a more
convenient cultural experience.
Many other efforts were made, including exemption of ticketing charges, cooperation with Shinsegae
Department Store in customer service, the launch of a customer advisory committee, and installment of a
handicap elevator tower. Such efforts have earned The SAC the honor of being officially recognized as
the top cultural and arts center.
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The Seoul Arts Center also opened the Puccini Bar inside the Opera Theater to diversify its dining
services and options. The idea behind the Puccini Bar was to enable visitors to make a better use of the
time and space before and after performances and exhibitions. Special care was taken in creating the
ideal menu and making the best use of the given space. The results were very successful.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS & MARKETING

CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIETY
The Seoul Arts Center is reaching out to the society through its arts and cultural programs such as its
Cultural Sunshine Program. It has been offering opportunities to experience the arts and culture for those
who have limited access to them. Since 2004, the program has been aiming to become a light of hope in
the area of culture and the arts. In 2010 alone, 11,176 people enjoyed the benefits of the program. The
Cultural Sunshine Program reaches out to children from broken homes, orphans, residents in areas with
no access to cultural events, teens from broken families, the elderly, welfare facilities, and the
handicapped, etc.
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The Seoul Arts Center hosted a pair of two Culture Sunshine Concerts, which were attended by the First
Lady of Korea. Renowned violinist Nam-yoon Kim and her students - from elementary school children
to graduate students - performed in the first part. The concert was attended by 170 people from the
Yangju City Multi-cultural Family Support Center, Heart-Heart Foundation, and Haengdang after-school
classes. In the second part, The Seoul Arts Center invited 300 blind people and their families to enjoy a
special cultural experience and develop their artistic talent. The Seoul Arts Center also signed a contract
with the Catholic University for cooperation in community service. Through sharing a community
service network with the university, The Seoul Arts Center is expected to widen its culture outreach to
the university's welfare institutions, social service center's multi-cultural programs, and the Catholic
University Hospital's less privileged patients.
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In 2010, The Seoul Arts Center engaged in the <Namchon's Culture-sharing Journey> together with the
Namchon Foundation and the Korea Cultural Welfare Foundation. The Namchon Foundation was
responsible for financing the activities, while the Korea Cultural Foundation selected who would be
given the opportunity to enjoy the performances or exhibitions. The Seoul Arts Center was in charge of
delivering the cultural and arts experiences. In 2010, 3,788 people experienced the warmth of this
outreach program in a variety of performances and exhibitions ranging from <Children's Concerts>,
<Youth Concerts>, <3B Series>, <White Christmas>, <Nutcracker>, family opera <Turandot>,
<Kyungsook, Kyungsook's father>, <Versaille Exhibition>, and <Art and Play>. The jump in the
proportion of teens that took part in such events (63.6 percent) and their greater focus on children from
remote areas is particularly notable. The Seoul Arts Center extended its outreach programs to take part in
the “Let's Share Talent” initiative in alliance with the Chosun Ilbo, Korea Council of Volunteering,
Community Chest of Korea, and the Seocho Community Service Network. .
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KOCACA

AAPPAC

THE KOREAN CULTURAL & ARTS CENTERS ASSOCIATION(KOCACA)

ASSOCIATION OF ASIA PACIFIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES

www.kocaca.or.kr

www.aappac.net

The Korean Cultural and Art Centers Association (KOCACA) is a non-profit organization which was
founded in 1996 to promote balanced growth, mutual cooperation and common interests of cultural and
arts centers, thereby also helping arts centers to contribute to national development. As of 2010, the
association has 148 member institutions.
The KOCACA's main activities include strengthening people's rights to enjoy culture and supporting
projects targeting groups with limited access to cultural activities in order to contribute to regional
cultural development. So far 354,848 people representing 160 groups have attended 1,604 performances.
Also, 70,215 students representing 474 schools have enjoyed 273 performances . In addition,
KOCACA's operation has created jobs for young people in the performing arts industry through by
employing 21 training members from 21 arts centers and 383 from 105 performance groups.

As of December 2010, 76 institutions (35 full-time members, 41 business circle participants) from 24
countries were actively participating in AAPPAC. Other Korean member institutions include the Daejeon
Culture and Arts Center, LG Art Center, Sejong Center for the Performing Arts, and Goyang Cultural
Foundation. The Seoul Performing Arts Festival is actively taking part in the business circle. Also, The
Seoul Arts Center President Jang-sil Kim was appointed a director of AAPPAC on December 21, 2010.
The AAPPAC board is headed by Chairman Benson Puah, President of Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay
of Singapore. The board consists of Australia's Sydney Opera House CEO Richard Evans, Australia
Adelaide Festival Center CEO Douglas Gautier, and China's National Theater General Manager Zhang
Ming. President Kim's appointment as a director is expected to give further momentum to The Seoul
Arts Center's international exchange initiatives, thus allowing it to become the world's finest center for
the arts.
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The KOCACA has contributed largely to boost the audience size of performing arts and elevate local arts
institutions' competitiveness through projects such as the Cheju Haevichi Art Festival. The KOCACA
also has two buildings in the Stage Design Center located in Yeoju, Gyeong-gi Province.

The Association of Asia Pacific Performing Arts Centres (AAPPAC) is a private sector international
organization that was established in 1996 with its key founding members being The Seoul Arts Center
and Australia's Victoria Art Center (currently renamed The Arts Center). The AAPPAC was established
with a mission to share information and operational know-how, and promote art program exchanges to
contribute to the growth of the global performance arts industry. The Seoul Arts Center acted as the first
chair institution from 1997 to 1998. The first general meeting and the second board meeting were held in
Seoul. The Seoul Arts Center played a pivotal role in building an Asian-Pacific cultural network during
its eight years as the director institution.
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PATRONS OF THE SEOUL ARTS CENTER
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PATRONS OF
THE SEOUL ARTS CENTER
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OPERATING STATISTICS

OPERATING STATISTICS
Event and Audience Profiles

SAC Presentations & Hires Ratio by Venue
84%(334) 85%(313)
16%(62) 15%(55)

93%(394) 97%(378)
7%(29) 3%(12)

85%(128) 87%(146)
15%(22) 13%(22)

84%(214) 85%(208)
16%(40) 15%(36)

87%(238) 93%(268)
13%(37) 7%(19)

60%(563) 77%(480)
40%(379) 23%(140)

60%(178) 57%(413)
40%(117) 38%(276)

82%(574) 68%(327)
18%(129) 32%(152)

80%(239) 39%(103)
20%(61) 61%(158)
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1,250,000

V-Gallery
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BUDGET OVERVIEW

BUDGET OVERVIEW
Income

Income from Arts Programs

government grants
arts programs
rental of property
other income
balance benefit from previous year

Expenditure
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27.6%
60.1%
5.2%
3.3%
3.8%

Expenditure

music & performing Arts
visual Arts
arts education
car parking, cafe, marketing
venue hires and services

16.7%
4.6%
10.1%
39.3%
29.3%

Expenditure for Arts Programs

arts programs
venue hires and services
administration
property maintenance and utilities
repayment the loan
reserve

30.5%
1.6%
22.2%
31.0%
12.8%
1.9%

music & performing Arts
visual Arts
arts education
car parking, cafe, marketing
ordinary operating expenses

22.8%
7.1%
12.2%
39.6%
18.3%
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Income
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

Balance Sheet

Statements of Profit & Loss
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The accounting unit for the Seoul Arts Center, which is a special foundation,
include general accounting (for nonprofit businesses) and special accounting for commercial businesses,
and the above balance sheet includes both accounting unit.
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The accounting unit for the Seoul Arts Center, which is a special foundation,
include general accounting (for nonprofit businesses) and special accounting for commercial businesses,
and the above balance sheet includes both accounting unit.
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